


ABOUT ME
• Green Party Councillor for 20 years

• Work as Environmental Consultant
• 15 years working in environmental health & 

safety
• Last 20+ years more sustainability-focused
• Co-author of several environmental books

• Environmental entrepreneur
• Founding member of three green businesses
• Ethical investor
• Winner of Queen’s Award for Sustainability

• Keen cyclist

ALL VIEWS ARE MY OWN!



28th January 2019 – Oxford City Council declares a Climate Emergency



“You have to know the past to understand the present”
Oxford’s historical emissions and projected futures

Year 2005 = 100
Oxford City emissions 
Avg UK emissions
BAU incremental % reductions
Continuing at same level of 
absolute reductions 

Source: Department of BEIS  https://www.gov.uk/government/collections/uk-local-authority-and-regional-carbon-dioxide-emissions-national-statistics 

data available to 2016
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The FIVE R’s: A useful framework for your discussions?

Introduce low or zero carbon alternatives
Support renewables and EV’s – find locations for charging points, EV car clubs

Reduce waste  - critically evaluate everything you buy from climate angle 

Promote initiatives such as Low Carbon Hub’s new retrofit service

REALIGN

REDUCE

REPLACE

REPLENISH

RAPIDLY

Change direction to stop making things worse!
Oppose expansion of car parks
Stop Oxford-Cambridge Expressway/expansion of Oxford Airport
Lobby for all new homes to be zero carbon

Change behaviors to reduce consumption
Support public education programmes - support the Citizens’ Assembly
Put yourself on a personal carbon reduction trajectory 
Make a noise – in the press, in social media, speak out at elections

Repair nature – replenish our carbon stores

Encourage rapid action at all levels; personal, local, national, global



Getting from A to B

These are the four ‘simple, low cost 
options’ given in the advice to 
Government from the Committee on 
Climate Change

Each of these can be actioned by 
local authorities… (assuming they 
have the funds).
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Simple thought experiment
Oxford consumes: 2,918 GWh per year and is responsible for 696.1 ktCO2e
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696.1 2918 4 1167.2 4 466.88 5 23.6128
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Where is the money coming from?

Funding climate solutions is not a CASH problem

– it is a CASH-FLOW problem

And investing in a low carbon future is the best 
investment governments, companies and individuals 

can make!







Current new build in Oxford

Zero carbon alternatives 
are available which  are 
cheaper overall when
energy bills are taken 
into account →

BedZED, London



THANK YOU

REALIGN REDUCE REPLACE REPLENISH RAPIDLY


